The cleansing effects of recessions are investigated. We estimate a DSGE model allowing for endogenous growth to be driven by two competing theories. Either learning-by-doing effects or cleansing effects of recessions drive endogenous growth. Using Bayesian estimation techniques we find that reallocation effects in recessions dominate and also non-technological innovations have effects on productivity and, hence, long-run growth. Furthermore, we show that using directly observable TFP in the estimation has sizable effects on parameter estimates, the identification of shocks, and model dynamics.
Introduction
This paper contributes to the literature on endogenous growth and on the literature on estimating DSGE models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that estimates a DSGE model allowing for endogenous growth to be driven by two competing theories. Starting with Lucas (1988) , the accumulation of knowledge or human capital is subject to the current state of the economy. Therefore, even temporary shocks may have permanent effects due to changes in the incentive structure. Within the endogenous growth theory, there are two opposing approaches. The first approach is due to Stadler (1990) who introduced learning-by-doing based on Arrow's (1962) approach. He shows that, if productivity is endogenous, real and monetary models of the business cycle generate similar output patterns and aggregate demand changes cause permanent effects on productivity, employment, and output. Put differently, booms increase growth due to learning-by-doing effects (LBD, for short). The second approach contrasts the LBD theory and assumes that recessions increase productivity. The "cleansing effects of recessions" by Caballero and Hammour (1994) show that the process of innovation on the one hand causes destruction of production units that embody outdated techniques. On the other hand, new units that feature new techniques are created. This process increases average productivity in the economy by a selection process, that identifies inefficient production units and shuts them down. A different interpretation for this result can be found in Hall (1991) , Cooper and Haltiwanger (1993) , and Saint-Paul (1997) , where a recession is the time for firms to substitute productivity-enhancing activities for regular production activities, hence increasing productivity. 1 We combine a state-of-the-art DSGE model to explain business cycle fluctuations with a tractable, mainly atheoretical, and parsimonious approach to model endogenous growth, i.e., endogenous productivity.
2 To be precise, we only have to estimate two parameters: one driving the exogenous component and one driving the endogenous component. The sign of the endogenous component then indicates whether LBD or cleansing effects of recession dominate. Furthermore, given that the Galí and Hammour (1991) approach manages to model endogenous growth with very little structural assumptions, our modeling approach lets the data speak for itself. It should be made clear that our endogenous growth channel is an endogenous productivity channel that generates strong effects on a business cycle frequency giving rise to potential long-run effects.
We embed the Galí and Hammour (1991) model of endogenous growth into the well-known medium-scale DSGE model by Smets and Wouters (2007) . This model choice allows us to properly identify the temporary shocks hitting the US economy. Using Bayesian estimation techniques we estimate this model for the US. Therefore, we address the question whether learning-by-doing effects or cleansing effects of recessions dominate. Our results provide evidence that cleansing effects of recessions dominate in the US. In comparison with the benchmark Smets and Wouters (2007) model, we find that the structural parameters are robust to the introduction of endogenous productivity and are "truly" structural. Further, we observe large differences across the main driving forces of the different models. While the bond return and monetary policy shock dominate in the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, the wage mark up, neutral technology, and investment shocks dominate if we add endogenous productivity. Along this line, driving forces vary on different time horizons. In the model with endogenous productivity, short-run output fluctuations are mainly driven by government, investment, neutral technology, and bond return shocks. In contrast, in the baseline model monetary policy, investment, neutral technology, and government shocks explain most of the variation in output.
Furthermore, the endogenous productivity channel is amplifying and altering the propagation of any shock considered. As a consequence, we find large differences in the estimated shocks and the resulting impulse responses. Moreover, demand side shocks have effects on productivity and, hence, business cycle movements apart from technology shocks do have long-run effects.
The second contribution is the application of a directly observed time series for productivity (TFP) in the estimation. We show that the estimation with TFP generates significantly different results for parameter estimates and generates differences for the identified shocks and dynamics. This is particularly interesting for the identification of technology shocks who are systematically different across estimation approaches. We further document sizable differences in the unconditional variance decomposition. In the endogenous growth model the most important drivers are the wage mark up, technology, and investment shocks. However, if we estimate the model using TFP, we find that technology and investment shock explain most of the variation. This is in sharp contrast to the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, in which bond return and monetary policy shocks play a key role. The key in the comparison between our model and the model by Smets and Wouters (2007) is the fact that the underlying assumption of this model is that growth is exogenous. Hence, the comparison between those two models sheds light on the importance of TFP for the estimation results. In summation, we can conclude that the endogenous productivity channel is in important for identification and dynamics and that the application of directly observable TFP affects the estimation results.
Those findings add to the literature on the importance of neutral technology shocks for explaining fluctuations. Galí (1999) , Francis and Ramey (2003) , and others show that TFP shocks only explain a small share of business cycle fluctuations. Further, Fisher (2002) shows that investment-specific productivity shocks account for 50% of the variation in hours worked and output, while neutral technology shocks only explain 10% of hours or output. In this paper, we find evidence that technology shocks are, in fact, important drivers of the business cycle. Given that in our paper temporary (demand) shocks can have effects on productivity, the identification approach in Galí (1999) is not valid anymore. This might help to understand our finding that technology shocks matter for total variations.
Finally, we present robustness checks on the prior choice and the underlying growth process being contemporaneous in one and driven by capital instead of hours in another specifications. Further, we estimate variants of our endgenous growth model allowing for stochastic exogenous growth. We show that the structural parameters are robust to the introduction of stochastic exogenous growth but the key driver of business cycle fluctuations change from wage mark-up towards the stochastic growth shock.
Model derivation
The model economy developed in this paper is based upon the contributions from Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) , Justiniano et al. (2011) , and most closely Smets and Wouters (2007) . We augment this medium-scale DSGE model by an endogenous growth component, that can either support learning-by-doing effects or cleansing effects of recessions.
Model dynamics are driven by seven exogenous disturbances, namely a technology shock, a shock to the marginal efficiency of investment, a shock to the bond return, a price and a wage mark up shock, a fiscal policy shock, and a monetary policy shock. Our economy is characterized by nominal and real rigidities: price and wage stickiness à la Calvo (1983) and Yun (1996) , indexation to past and steady state inflation, as well as habit formation in consumption, monopolistic competitive firms, investment adjustment costs, and costs of adjusting the capacity utilization rate. The description of our model economy proceeds in three steps and follows Prescott's narrative approach. First, we define the economy's preferences and technology and we then present the model's assumed market structure. Finally, we conclude with the definition of an equilibrium.
Preferences and technology

Intermediate good producers and endogenous technology
Along the firm side of our economy, there is a continuum of monopolistic competitive intermediate good firms with names i∈(0, 1). They use capital services, ( ), S t K i and labor services, L t (i), as inputs for a Cobb-Douglas production function
here, α∈[0, 1] is the capital elasticity in the production function and F > 0 is the fixed cost of production. Here, we also account for the exogenous growth component in our model that is labor-augmenting as in Smets and Wouters (2007) . Then, the aggregate Hicks-neutral technology shock is denoted by Z t . A first-order autoregressive process determines its evolution
where 0 < ρ Z < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed. In addition, we augment the model by an endogenous growth component, Ξ t . It is the endogenous component of productivity that can be either embodied or disembodied. It evolves over time according to
where ϑ > 0 gives the exogenous (deterministic) growth rate and τ∈ℝ governs the endogenous growth component. Then, we define the growth rate of productivity as Δs t = s t -s t-1 , where s t = log(Z t Ξ t ). Let us spend some time to discuss the impact of the parameter τ that drives endogenous growth in our model. We follow here the contribution by Galí and Hammour (1991) and consider all three possible cases. First, if τ = 0 the endogenous growth component is not present in the model and we only consider an exogenous growth model. In this case, the growth rate of the economy is given by ϑ+Z t . Second, if the parameter is positive, τ > 0, the model features learning-by-doing effects and the growth rate of the economy is now determined by log(Z t Ξ t ). Finally, if we set τ < 0, the model accounts for cleansing effects of recessions.
Final good producers
Perfectly competitive firms produce a homogeneous final good by combining a continuum of distinct intermediate goods {Y t (i)} i , i∈(0, 1) using a constantreturns-to-scale technology
where λ p t is the elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods and is a (price) markup. We assume that it is subject to an exogenous disturbance and therefore write
where 0 < ρ p < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed.
Employment agencies
As in Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) , each household is a monopolistic supplier of specialized labor, L t (j), which is combined by a large number of competitive employment agencies. They transform individual inputs into a homogeneous labor input that is sold to intermediate good firms according to
where λ w t is a measure of substitutability across labor services and is the (wage) markup which follows an ARMA process, 
where 0 < ρ w < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed. Following Justiniano et al. (2011) , we can also interpret the wage markup shock as a labor supply shock, as its effect on hours is identical to the preference shock discussed by Hall (1997) .
Households
Our economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived and risk-averse households, each endowed with a specialized type of labor j∈ [0, 1] . Time is discrete and a period is a quarter. Let us denote consumption by C t and hours worked by L t then, the representative agents' preferences are given by the following expected von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function
where E t denotes the mathematical expectation (operator) conditional on the information available at t = 0 and β∈(0, 1) is the household's discount factor. Then, the single-period utility function is compatible with the requirements of balanced growth following King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988) . We assume the following specifications
where h ≥ 0 denotes the degree of external habit formation in consumption and σ c > 0, σ l > 0 give the intertemporal elasticity of substitution for consumption, labor respectively. Notice that the existence of state-contingent securities makes households homogeneous with respect to consumption and asset holdings, while they do earn different wages and therefore supply a different amount of hours.
Monetary policy
Monetary policy sets the nominal interest rate following a classic Taylor-rule specification, in which the target rate reacts to deviations from inflation and output from their long-run levels. It also delivers persistence from the monetary authority's aim in smoothing the interest rate, denoted by ϕ R ∈(0, 1). The Taylorrule can then be written as
where R and π denote the steady state value of the interest rate, inflation, respectively. Further, * t Y is the flexible price output level. Here, π t = P t /P t-1 is the inflation rate. In addition, Y denotes the potential level, defined as the level of output that occurred when prices are flexible. The weights on inflation and output are given by ϕ π > 0 and
u is an exogenous disturbance to monetary policy that follows a standard AR(1),
where 0 < ρ R < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed.
Fiscal policy
The government in our model provides government spending and transfers and finance expenditures by issuing bonds. Its budget constraint is given by
As in Smets and Wouters (2007) we express government spending relative to steady state output and define
where the path of spending is determined by the following process from Smets and Wouters (2007) ρ ρ ρ
where the innovation is i.i.d. and normal over time, i.e., e g,t ∼N(0, σ g ).
Market structure
While intermediate good firms and households are monopolistic suppliers, the market for aggregate labor services and the final good market are perfectly competitive. Furthermore, following Brave et al. (2012) we also assume the existence of a market for claims on the final good contingent upon the realization of the set of feasible household wages. Then, as in Prescott and Mehra (1980) 
Optimization and equilibrium
The model's equilibrium is determined by the solution to the optimization program of all agents but the monetary and fiscal authority. We start with the firm optimization problems and continue with the households utility maximization problem. We conclude with the definition of an equilibrium.
Final good producers
From the optimization program of the representative competitive firm, the overall demand addressed to the producer of intermediate good i is 1 ( ) ( ) .
The zero profit condition in the final good sector yields
Households use the final good for consumption purposes or for physical capital accumulation.
Employment agencies
The profit maximization programme of employment agencies is to maximize
subject to the production frontier. The first-order necessary condition for L t (j) implies that labor demand is given by 1 ( ) ( ) ,
where the aggregate wage index can be found by using the fact that firms earn zero profits in equilibrium and is given by
Intermediate good producers
The solution to the optimization program of intermediate good firms proceeds in two steps. First, we solve the profit maximization problem and then solve the pricing problem. As defined above, labor services earn the wage W t and capital is rented at the rate K t r such that the problem can be written as
subject to the production frontier and the process of endogenous growth. The first-order necessary conditions are
where Φ t denotes the Lagrangian multiplier on the production frontier and reflects marginal costs. As intermediate good firms are homogeneous, the capitallabor ratio is identical across firms and we drop the index
Here, we notice the impact of endogenous growth. For a maximization problem without endogenous growth, the capital-labor ratio would simply be given by 1 .
In the model with endogenous growth, however, we obtain an additional, forward-looking term that captures the effect of growth on the factor allocation between capital and labor.
Marginal costs are identical across firms and are given by
as implied by the Cobb-Douglas technology.
In the second step, we solve the firm's pricing problem. We make use of the discrete time version of the Calvo (1983) time-dependent pricing model with partial indexation. According to this mechanism, firms face a constant probability of being able to re-set nominal prices in each period that is independent across firms and time and is given by (1-ξ p ). Therefore, firms can only randomly re-set prices and take future developments into account. The fractions of firms not being allowed to re-optimize index prices according to the following rule
with γ p > 0. The optimization program for the re-setting firms is to maximize
constrained by the production frontier and the demand schedule. Log-linearization of the first-order necessary condition for this problem around a zero inflation steady state gives the well-known (price) New Keynesian Phillips curve,
where we define
and make use of βϑ β = .
Households
We assume that the economy begins with all households having identical financial wealth and consumption histories. This assumption assures that together with the optimal use of the available contingent claims markets, this homogeneity will continue. Moreover, this allows us to only consider the consumption and savings decisions of a representative household. The representative household faces the following budget constraint
t t s t s t s b t t s t s K t s t s t s t s t s t s t s t ts t s t s t s t s B j C j
where T t are lump-sum transfers and Π t are per-capita profits from owning firms. Households can save by holding government bonds, B t , paying a gross nominal interest rate, R t , or purchasing capital. Moreover, households rent capital on perfectly competitive markets to intermediate good firms and charge the capital rental rate .
u is a shock to the return of bonds that follows a first-order autoregressive process
where 0 < ρ b < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed. Households choose the capital utilization rate, ν t , which relates the physical capital stock, , t K to capital services rented to the firms by
Capital utilization is constrained by ν = 1 in steady state, while ω(ν) is an increasing and convex function that reflects the dollar cost of adjusting the utilization rate, which satisfies ω(1) = 0.
The capital accumulation technology is given by
where i t u is a shock to the marginal efficiency of investment and δ > 0 captures the depreciation rate of the capital stock. It is assumed to follow
where 0 < ρ i < 1 determines the degree of autocorrelation and its innovation is i.i.d. over time and normally distributed. Furthermore, S(·) captures capital adjustment costs as in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005), which, in steady state, satisfies S(·) = 0, S′(·) = 0, and
The unique solution to the concave optimization problem, maximizing eq. (8) subject to the constraint (31) with multiplier Λ t and the capital accumulation process (34) with multiplier Λ , K t is (31) and (34) with equality and -assuming that the solution is interior -the marginal conditions
( ( )).
As a last step, we discuss the households wage setting decision. Analogous to the firm's price setting problem, we assume that households -following Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) -in any given period face a constant probability (1-ξ w ) of being able to re-set its wage. In addition, households who are not able to re-set index their wages to past inflation and steady state inflation, i.e.,
with γ w > 0. Those households being able to re-set wages, given by the complementary probability, set wages optimally by solving the unconstrained problem of maximizing utility subject to the labor demand schedule. Then, the aggregate wage index in the presence of staggered wages evolves as
Log-linearizing the first-order condition from the wage setting problem using eq. (20) and eq. (42) gives the wage New Keynesian Phillips Curve (see Smets and Wouters (2007) for more details)
here, we define κ ξ βϑξ
Equilibrium
In the symmetric equilibrium factor and good markets clear and any feasible allocations are those satisfying
For given initial conditions and the seven exogenous disturbances λ λ
Z u u u g a determined equilibrium is a state-contingent sequence of all endogenous variables that satisfies the optimality and market clearing conditions. Then, we have to detrend the model due to the presence of a deterministic growth component. Finally, the set of equations forming the rational expectation equilibrium is log-linearized around the non-stochastic steady-state.
Estimation strategy
Methodology and data
Recent research has made it possible to estimate even large-scale DSGE models by particularly applying full information Bayesian techniques, see for instance Del Negro et al. (2007) and Justiniano and Preston (2010) . We follow the strategy discussed in Brave et al. (2012) and describe the log-linear solution to our DSGE model by a first-order autoregression, given the model's parameters θ ζ ϒ θ ζ ε
where the vector y t stacks all date t values of our variables and vector ζ t contains all date t states. Furthermore, ε t ∼N(0, Σ(θ)) contains the innovations. Then, the model analogues to the variables in y t can be derived as linear functions of ζ t and ζ t-1 , according to
Vector ϕ parameterizes the stochastic processes for v t . Finally, we denote the prior density for the parameters governing the data collection Θ = (θ, ϕ) by Π(Θ). Let us call Y the sample of all observed data. Given Θ and a prior distribution for ζ 0 , we can calculate the conditional density of Y, F(Θ|Y). Then, Bayes rule links data and priors to the posterior density according to
For the variables in the vector y t we use a subset of the data set used in Smets and Wouters (2007) , namely log difference of real GDP, real investment, and the real wage, log hours worked, and the log difference of the GDP deflator. We apply the following measurement equation to link the model's variables to our time series 
where we follow the notation in Smets and Wouters (2007) and denote 100log and log difference by l, dl respectively. Furthermore, π denotes steady state inflation. The time series cover the period from 1947:Q1 to 2004:Q4, which amounts to 230 observations. Details on the data origin and manipulation can be found in the Smets and Wouters (2007) . Let us end this chapter with a word on the identification of our two growth parameters ϑ and τ. We do have two equations, namely eq. (3) and eq. (24), for the two parameters. As we can see, we are able to identify the endogenous growth component τ independently from ϑ by eq. (24).
Finally, in one variant of the model, we use a time series for TFP in the estimation. In this specification, we replace output in the estimation by the TFP series. This step changes our mapping given that we now observe Δs t = s t -s t-1 . We use the log difference of the total factor productivity growth rate adjusted for capital utilization. This series is obtained from Fernald (2012) , who uses a similar production function to eq. (1) accounting for growth and utilization rates.
Priors and calibration
In our estimation we apply the same calibration/prior strategy as in Smets and Wouters (2007) as Bayesian estimations are quite sensitive to the set of parameters estimated and prior choices. Hence, we aim to reduce differences in the estimation results purely driven by econometric issues and start by calibrating five deep parameters. The exogenous depreciation rate of capital, δ, is set to 10% per annum, which equals 0.025 per quarter. Further, we set the steady state wage mark up to 1.5 and both curvature parameters in the aggregator (in the good and the labor market) are set to 10. Finally, the government spending ratio is calibrated to equal 18% of total output. Next, we set the priors for the parameters related to our specification of the utility function. The intertemporal elasticity of substitution for consumption is assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean 1.5 and standard deviation 0.375, while the external habit parameter belongs to the beta family with mean 0.7 and standard deviation 0.1. The labor supply elasticity varies around a mean of 2 with standard deviation 0.75 and follows a normal distribution. The adjustment cost parameter is assumed to be normal with mean 4 and standard deviation of 1.5. While we impose that the capacity utilization follows a beta with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.15, we assume that fixed costs in the technology of firms is normally distributed with mean 0.25 and standard deviation 0.125.
Price and wage setting decisions are assumed to be influenced by Calvo probabilities and indexation weights. We assume that the former are beta distributed around 0.5 with standard deviation 0.2, while the latter is beta around 0.5 with 0.15 as standard deviation.
Of central interest for the research question at hand is the estimation of the two parameters describing (endogenous) growth. The prior density of τ, the parameter that governs endogenous growth, belongs to the normal family and has a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.5. Here, we choose a prior that features internal learning-by-doing effects, however, we choose a very loose prior and, in addition, our results are robust to setting a negative prior. Moreover, ϑ, the exogenous growth component is assumed to belong to the beta family with mean 0.5 (2% annual growth rate) and standard deviation 0.1.
We impose that the reaction parameters to inflation and output are normally distributed with mean 1.5, 0.125 respectively and standard deviation 0.125, 0.05 respectively. The weight on the lagged interest rate is assumed to be normal with mean 0.75 and standard deviation 0.1. The coefficient on the change in the output gap is again normally distributed with mean 0.125 and standard deviation 0.05.
Finally, we need to define the priors related to our seven exogenous processes. First, we set the priors for the autocorrelations. We assume that the autocorrelation parameters in the AR component of the processes follow beta distributions with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.2. The MA component parameters in the price and wage mark up shock are assumed to be beta distributed with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.2. Then, all standard deviation of the underlying shocks are assumed to follow an inverse gamma distribution with mean 0.1 and standard deviation 2.
Estimation results
First, we will discuss the parameter estimates and then turn to the (conditional) variance decomposition of key variables. Then, we briefly discuss the response of our model to the various exogenous disturbances. In order to shed light on the importance of the endogenous productivity channel, we compare the model with endogenous growth with the model by Smets and Wouters (2007) .
Parameter estimates
We use two chains, each with a length of 250.000 draws for our MCMC results. In this section, we are concerned with two different models: We start with the Smets and Wouters (2007) model and the developed model featuring endogenous growth.
4 Then, Tables 1 and 2 summarize the estimation results for the structural parameters and presents the median estimation and the 5th and 95th percentiles for all models, including robustness checks to be discussed later on. At a first glance, we infer that the parameters are considerably shifted away from their respective priors, i.e., the data is informative. In addition, given our quite loose priors all parameters are fairly tightly estimated. The point estimates for the structural parameters are almost identical for the endogenous growth and the Smets and Wouters (2007) model.
Our estimate for the parameter governing the external learning-by-doing effects, τ, has a median value of -0.06, with the 5th and 95th percentiles of -0.12 and -0.01, respectively. This indicates the presence of cleansing effects of recessions over our sample period. Furthermore, ϑ, the parameter that drives the exogenous component of growth is 0.45. The 5th and 95th percentiles are to 0.42 and 0.48, respectively. This implies an annual growth rate of 1.8% per annum.
We now discuss the structural parameters and begin with the household site. The elasticity of substitution of consumption, labor respectively is estimated to be 1.37, 1.44 respectively while the value of habit persistence is 0.71. Further, price indexation is roughly half of wage indexation (0.25 vs. 0.56) implying that wages depend more strongly on inflation dynamics than prices. In contrast, the difference between the Calvo probabilities for prices (0.65) and wages (0.7) is fairly small, indicating that prices and wages are re-set on nearly the same frequency. Firms operate with a capital share of roughly 30% with a fairly large fixed costs (1.73). Moreover, we find that the elasticity of capital adjustment costs is quite large such that investment reacts strongly to changes in the value of capital. In contrast, the elasticity of costs for changes in the capital utilization rate are estimated to be 0.46. Monetary policy operates with a strong lag (0.82) and fulfills the Taylor principle (2.07). Further, the results imply that monetary policy reacts more strongly to changes in the output gap (0.21) than to changes in the level of output (0.09).
For the exogenous disturbances, we observe that most are highly autocorrelated with the exceptions being the bond return (0.22) and the monetary policy shock (0.15). Similarly, the standard deviations of those two shocks are much smaller compared to the values of the technology or the mark-up shocks. This implies a dominance of the technology and mark-up shocks over the long-run in explaining the variance of key variables.
Surprisingly, the differences between the estimates for the structural parameters in the endogenous growth model and the Smets and Wouters (2007) model are fairly small (the maximum being a difference of 0.09). This is unexpected, as the two models differ in the state space representation, the set of estimated parameters, and the underlying propagation mechanisms at work and, therefore, feature two distinct log-likelihood functions. We can draw the conclusion that the structural parameters are robust to the introduction of (this kind of) a growth process and are "truly" structural.
Variance decomposition 4.2.1 Unconditional
In this section we want to discuss the amount of variation explained by each type of shock across our estimated models. For this purpose, we compute an unconditional variance decomposition of our three models and present the respective values in Figures 1 and 2 .
Let us begin our discussion with the Smets and Wouters (2007). As we can infer from Figure 1 , variation in this model are to a large extend driven by a shock to bond returns. Then, monetary policy and the wage mark up shock proof to be important for all variables. We find that almost 60% of the variation in output is explained by the bond return shock. Further, monetary policy explains roughly 10% of total variation, while all other shocks contribute < 10%. The growth rate of output is mainly driven by government spending, price mark-up, and bond return shocks. For hours, bond return and wage mark up shocks jointly explain roughly 90% of the variation. Consumption is to 50% driven by a shock to the interest rate, while the bond return, technology shock respectively explain 10, 20% respectively. Capital is driven by government and monetary policy shocks. Investment is mainly influenced by a shock to bond returns and technology. Finally, inflation is driven by bond return, wage mark up, and technology shocks. Now, let us turn to the model with endogenous growth. Here, we observe that the wage mark up, technology, and investment shocks are main drivers. Total variation in output, for example, is driven to 40% by a shock to the wage mark up and to 20% by a shock to technology. The growth rate of output is driven mainly by the two technology shocks, the spending shock, and the wage mark-up shock (as a type of labor supply shock). Furthermore, the growth rate (GR), Ξ t , is mainly driven by the wage mark-up shock, which is close to a labor supply shock. Hours are still to a large extend driven by the wage mark up shock. However, investment and technology shock now contribute much more to its variation. Consumption is now driven to a large extend by the wage mark up shock. While government spending, technology, and investment shocks contribute roughly 20%. Capital and investment are driven by investment, wage mark up and technology shocks. Finally, inflation is driven by wage and price mark up shocks. We can draw the conclusion that in the endogenous technology model, monetary policy and bond return shocks explain much less of total variation and are almost unimportant for the model. In contrast, the wage mark up shock becomes the main driver of dynamics, while investment and technology shocks gain. To sum up, we observe large differences across the models. While the bond return and monetary policy shock are the main driver in the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, we observe that adding endogenous growth increases the importance of wage mark up, technology, and investment shocks.
Conditional
Having discussed the unconditional variance decomposition, we turn to a conditional one. Figure 3 presents the variance decomposition of output, investment, and hours for four different models over 60 quarters. First, the reader should notice that the fourth column is the model with endogenous productivity and stochastic exogenous growth that will be discussed in the next section, where the bond shock is replaced by the shock to the stochastic growth component.
We observe significant differences across the four models. Starting with our endogenous growth model, we find that in the short-run the government spending shock, the investment and the neutral technology shock as well as the bond return shock dominate and contribute roughly 20% to the total variation of output. Over time, the government shock and the bond return shock quickly loose importance while the neutral technology shock and the wage mark-up shock gain importance. Further, we observe a hump-shaped path for the importance of investment peaking at about a five quarter horizon. We find a similar pattern for the decomposition of hours. Investment, government spending, bond return, and neutral technology shocks dominate in the short run but loose over time. The wage mark-up shock starts to become more and more important reaching a level of more than 60% of total variation in hours. For investment, we observe that the short-run is dominated by the invesment shock. Over time, it looses a fair amount of importance droping from about 90 to 50%. In contrast, the other shocks are virtually unimportant. The wage mark-up as well as the neutral technology shock gain most over time, reaching a level of close to 20%.
For the Smets and Wouters (2007) model we observe a completely different pattern. Starting with output, we find that monetary policy, investment, neutral technology, government spending are almost equally important in the short-run but quickly become less important. In contrast, the bond return shock is unimportant over the short horizon but after ten quarters already explains most of the total variation. For investment, we observe a similar pattern. The four shocks (monetary policy, investment, neutral technology, government spending) dominate in the short-run but loose over time, with the only exception being the neutral technology shock. The importance of the bond return shock increases steadily over time reaching its maximum of about 50%. Hours are almost entirely driven by wage mark-up shocks in the short-run, while the bond return shock contributes about 20% of total variation. Over time the importance of those two shocks is reversed and the bond return shock explains about 60% of the variation in hours.
Then, the variation decomposition changes dramatically. In the shortrun output fluctuations are explained by the bond return shock (60%) and the neutral technology shock (20%). Over time, the importance of the neutral technology shock increases up to a level of 80%, while the bond return shock becomes nearly unimportant. The wage mark-up shock shows a hump-shaped pattern with a peak after roughly 15 quarters at about 20%. Short-run variations in investment are driven by the bond return shock (70%) and the investment and monetary policy shock (each about 15%). As time goes by the investment shock becomes the most important shock, while the bond return shock looses importance. For hours, we find that short run dynamics are driven by the investment shock. Further, we observe limited differences over time. The investment shock looses importance and the wage mark-up shock increases in importance up to 20%.
Robustness
In this section we want to provide several robustness checks. We start with prior robustness, assuming cleansing effects of recessions in the first place. Then, we test several different assumptions on the growth process including variants with stochastic exogenous growth. Finally, we stress that the results are sensitive to estimating the model with directly observable TFP.
Prior robustness
The crucial parameter in our analysis is τ which either supports learning-by-doing effects (τ > 0) or cleansing effects of recessions (τ < 0). Since there is no evidence on the value of this parameter the obtained value might strongly depend on our prior choice. Our strategy is to choose a very wide prior distribution and to put a strong assumption on its mean. Namely, we assume that the value of τ is larger as zero, such that we assume learning-by-doing effects. However, we obtain a negative value of τ and, hence, clearly reject the prior assumption. Now, we want to provide results on the alternative scenario: a prior assumption on cleansing effects of recessions. We assume that it still belongs to the normal family but has a mean of -0.5 with a standard deviation of 0.5. Tables 1 and 2 present the parameter estimates for the alternative prior choice and other robustness checks to be discussed in the followng sections. The results support our previous findings of cleansing effects of recessions. We find a value of -0.07 for the endogenous growth parameter τ which is in line with the value of -0.06 in our previous estimation. Similarly, for the exogenous growth rate we obtain a value of 0.45, as we did before. The other structural parameters as well as the parameters of the shock processes are almost identical to the previous results. Therefore, we can conclude that our results are robust across the two opposing prior assumptions.
Different growth processes
In this section we want to provide a robustness check to different specifications of the process of endogenous growth given in eq. 3. So far, our endogenous growth process builds on the work by Lucas (1988) relating growth to human capital. In the model, we therefore assume that the growth rate depends on lagged hours worked. However, there are various alternative theories on the factors driving growth and on the time horizon those effects arise. In the following, we want to provide a robustness check to some of these competing theories.
First, we check whether a contemporaneous relation changes our results. This specification of the growth process follows the work by Bryant (1983) and Baxter and King (1991) , who consider a contemporaneous relation with output while we consider our baseline relation with hours. We present the estimated parameters in Tables 1 and 2 . Most importantly, we find that the endogenous growth parameter τ is 0.04, therefore supporting the view of learning-by-doing effects. Although its confidence interval contains negative values, this finding is significant. The other parameters are only marginally affected by the assumption of a contemporaneous link. We can draw the conclusion that the finding of cleansing effects of recession is not robust to introducing a contemporaneous link between growth and hours worked.
Second, Cooper and John (1988) and Johri (1997, 2002) show that dynamic externalities (in output) can be an important channel for the propagation of temporary shocks. In the following, we assume that growth is related to lagged capital instead of lagged hours worked. Again, our results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . We find that the structural parameters are almost identical to the ones obtained from the basic endogenous growth specification. This holds, in particular, for the exogenous and the endogenous growth parameters. The former is estimated to be 0.45 in line with previous findings. The estimate for the latter is, again, -0.06, supporting cleansing effects of recessions.
Stochastic exogenous growth
The next variant of the endogenous growth model is a model that incorporates a stochastic exogenous growth component as advocated in Fatas (2000) . More recently, Hou and Johri (2012) estimate a model with an intangible capital stock which includes a stochastic component.
We proceed as follows: exogenous growth, ϑ, is now determined by an AR(1) process
with e sg, t ∼N(0, σ sg ). Then, after the necessary changes to the solution of the model, we exclude the bond premium shock, , b t u as it explains < 5% of the variance in key variables and keep the other shocks as well as the mapping. The estimation results are given in Tables 3 and 4. So far, we have seen that the structural parameters have only slightly been affected by our robustness checks. The largest differences -still fairly small though -were obtained for the estimation with observable TFP. This result does not hold when we consider stochastic exogenous growth. For example, the parameters describing household's behavior are substantially different compared to the results from the basic endogenous growth model. We find a much lower habit persistence parameter (0.45 vs. 0.71) but larger elasticities of substitution (2.34 vs. 1.37) and labor (2.23 vs. 1.44). This implies a much larger responsiveness of consumption and labor in the stochastic growth model. The elasticity of capital adjustment costs (5.97 vs 5.38) as well as the elasticity of costs for changes in the capital utilization rate (0.74 vs. 0.46) are lower in the basic endogenous growth model implying much larger adjustment costs in the stocahstic growth model. In contrast, monetary policy coefficients, price and wage indexation, as well as the Calvo probabilities are almost identical across models. Turning to the parameters describing the shock processes, we observe fairly small differences across the different specifications. The largest difference is obtained for the investmentefficiency shock, where its autocorrelation term is much lower (0.55 vs. 0.74) and its standard deviation is larger (0.63 vs. 0.45) in the stochastic growth scenario.
The steady state exogenous growth rate is estimated to be 0.24, while it is 0.45 in the endogenous growth model. The exogenous shock process is very persistent (0.91) but shows a much lower standard deviation than the technology shock (0.25 vs. 0.41). Furthermore, we find that the model with endogenous growth and stochastic exogenous growth supports learning-by-doing effects (τ > 0). Figure 4 presents the variance decomposition of key variables for the model with endogenous growth and stochastic exogenous growth. In this specifcation, the importance of the wage mark-up shock is reduced, while the exogenous growth shock explains roughly 20% of the variation in output and about 40% of the variation in the growth rate of output. Similarly, the growth rate, Ξ t , is now mainly driven by the exogenous growth shock. Put differently, the endogenous growth channel explains roughly 20% of the variation in Ξ t , while the remaining 80% are due to fluctuations in exogenous growth. Further, in this specification the investment-specific shock plays a more important role, explaining 30% of output variations and more than 60% of variations in consumption. Let us now turn to the conditional variance decomposition shown in Figure 3 for the model with endogenous growth and stochastic exogenous growth. We find that short-run fluctuations in output are almost entirely driven by shocks to investment. Over time, the importance of the investment shock decreases up to a level of about 50%. Put differently, the importance of the other shocks increases, where the government spending and the neutral technology shock gain most. Investment dynamics in the short-run are mainly explained by three shocks: the stochastic exogenous growth shock, the wage mark-up shock, and the monetary policy shock. While the stochastic exogenous growth shock and the monetary policy shock looses over time, the importance of the wage mark-up shock increases from 20 to 60%. Finally, short-run fluctuations in hours are driven by the investment shock, the government spending shock and, to a smaller extend, the neutral technology shock. Over time, the wage mark-up shock increases in importance and is the most important driver over the long-run. In contrast, the importance of the investment and the technology shock decrease in a humpshaped pattern over time. Further, the stochastic growth shock is virtually unimimporant up to 20 quarters but increases afterwards up to a level of 20% of total variation in hours.
We can draw the conclusion that the introduction of stochastic exogenous growth has only limited effects on the structural parameters of the model but strongly affects the key driving factors in the economy over the short-and the long-run. The largest differences were obtained for the parameters driving household preferences and firm's adjustment costs. For the parameters driving growth, we find that the steady state exogenous growth rate is smaller and the stochastic growth models supports learning-by-doing effects rather than cleansing effects of recessions. The two technology shocks, the wage mark-up shock, and the exogenous growth shock play the most important roles in explaining total fluctuations.
Using observable TFP
Finally, let us turn to the estimation with directly observable TFP. Again, for this estimation, we replace the time series of output by the time series for TFP. Figure 5 shows clearly that this model is mainly driven by the technology shocks (technology and investment). The bond return shock still contributes to the total variation, but only for investment it proofs to be of greater importance. Further, the wage mark up shock is less important and only has a sizable contribution to the variation in hours, consumption, and capital. Predominant in this estimation are the two technology shocks. The (aggregate) technology shock explains almost all of the variation in output and inflation, and roughly 60% of variation in consumption. Moreover, it explains 20% of variation in hours and capital. On the flipside, it is of almost no importance for investment. The investment shock explains almost 20% of variation in consumption and roughly 60% of total variation in hours, capital, and investment. Tables 1 and 2 The elasticity of substitution in consumption was roughly 1.4 in the endogenous growth model, it is close to 1 in the TFP model. This implies that consumption is logarithmic in the TFP model. Moreover, the elasticity of labor is estimated to be close to 2 in the TFP model but roughly 1.4 in the endogenous growth model. Therefore, labor is substantially more elastic in the TFP model than in the endogenous growth model.
Along the supply side of our model economy, we find that fixed costs are lower in the TFP model (1.52) as in the endogenous growth model (1.73). Moreover, the capital share is estimated to be 0.25, while it is 0.29 in the endogenous growth model. Therefore, we observe differences in the structure of the production technology across estimations. Along this line, we find that the elasticity of capital adjustment costs is lower in the TFP model implying that investment reacts less strongly to changes in the value of capital. Further, the elasticity of costs for changes in the capital utilization rate are again (slightly) lower in the TFP model.
We find that price indexation is larger in the TFP model as in the endogenous growth model (0.29 vs. 0.25), while the opposite holds for wage indexation (0.5 vs. 0.56). Further, the Calvo probabilites in prices (0.75 vs. 0.65) and wages (0.79 vs. 0.7) are larger in the TFP model as in the endogenous growth model. Therefore, prices and wages are less often re-set in the TFP model.
Next, we want to stress the main differences for the estimated shock processes. We find that the persistence of the bond return shock is much larger (0.78) in the TFP model as in the endogenous growth model (0.22). Along this line, we find that the response of the government spending shock to changes in the technology shock is twice as large in the TFP model (1.22) as in the endogenous growth model (0.62).
Standard deviations for investment, bond return, and the wage and price mark up shocks are lower in the endogenous growth model as in the TFP model. However, the standard deviations of the technology shock is always twice as large in the TFP model as in the endogenous growth model (0.8 vs. 0.43).
Figures 6 and 7 present the estimated shocks for the three main models and each type of shock. We begin with the technology shock. As already seen from our posteriors, the technology shock in the estimation with observable TFP has a much higher standard deviation as in the other two models. While the Smets and Wouters (2007) model and the baseline endogenous growth model generate very similar errors, the TFP model (the model estimated with observable TFP) generates a much more volatile time series, featuring much larger and more frequent peaks. Further, as we can infer deduce from the figure, the correlation between the baseline model and the TFP model is 0.0407, and hence both series move acyclical. In other words, the errors estimated from the baseline and the TFP model are systematically different.
While for the technology shock there was almost no difference between the baseline endogenous growth model and the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, the remaining six shocks there are systematical differences across all three models. In particular, Figure 6 presents the estimated monetary policy shocks. We observe that shocks in the Smets and Wouters (2007) model are larger and we observe more negative (which implies expansionary) shocks to the interest rate. Further, monetary policy in the TFP model stays rather inactive compared to monetary policy in the two other models. Moreover, the behavior of price mark up and wage mark up shocks is similar. We observe larger and more frequent peaks in the Smets and Wouters (2007) model compared to the other two models. Shocks in the endogenous growth and TFP model are fairly similar.
Finally, we observe large differences for the bond return shocks. As we have shown that the bond return shock is the main driver in the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, it is not surprising that the estimated shocks are much larger as in the two other models. Further, peaks in the endogenous growth model are larger as in the TFP model. The estimation with observable TFP further increases the role of technology and investment shock. Therefore, the modeling choice as well as the identification, the applied time series, heavily affect the dynamics of the model. In summation, we have provided additional evidence that the modeling choice as well as the introduction of directly observable TFP causes significant systematic differences in the estimated errors over the entire sample period.
Impulse responses
Finally, we want to discuss the model's response to a supply side (technology) and a demand side (monetary policy) shock. First, we start with the discussion of the technology shock. As we can see from Figure 8 , an increase in productivity will increase output. In order to increase output, firms demand more hours and invest into capital. Therefore, the increase in investment builds up a larger capital stock. The increased demand for hours creates upward pressure on wages. A further direct effect of higher productivity is lower marginal cost that lead to a decline of prices. Therefore, inflation falls. The decrease in inflation and the increase in output lead the monetary policy to set a lower interest rate, as they put a higher weight on inflation deviations. We observe no qualitative differences across models. Next, we consider an increase in the nominal interest rate shown in Figure 9 . As usual in the New Keynesian framework, a higher interest rate given the fixed inflation rate yields a -temporary -increase of the real interest rate which creates incentives for households to shift consumption towards the future. Consistently, output and inflation will decrease and the firm will demand less inputs such that hours and investment activities fall. The monetary authority will have to set a lower nominal interest rate to boost economic activity and drive the economy back to the old steady state.
Conclusion
This paper estimates the endogenous component of productivity in the US. We use a rich medium-scale DSGE model based upon the contributions from Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) , Smets and Wouters (2007) , and Justiniano et al. (2011) . We augment this prototype New Keynesian model with an endogenous productivity component following the tractable model by Galí and Hammour (1991). This approach allows to disentangle between learning-by-doing effects and cleansing effects of recessions in a parsimonious way with little structural assumptions. We estimate the model for the US using Bayesian estimation techniques to address the question whether learning-by-doing effects or cleansing effects of recessions dominate. Therefore, the first contribution is the estimation of the endogenous growth component while business cycle fluctuations are generated by a state-of-the-art DSGE model. We find significant evidence that cleansing effects of recessions dominate in the US. Further, we find substantial differences compared to the benchmark Smets and Wouters (2007) model. First, structural parameters are robust to the introduction of endogenous productivity. Second, main driving forces differ across models: bond return and monetary policy shock dominate in the Smets and Wouters (2007) productivity. Third, driving forces vary over time. In the model with endogenous productivity, short-run output fluctuations are mainly driven by government, investment, neutral technology, and bond return shocks. In contrast, in the baseline model monetary policy, investment, neutral technology, and government shocks explain most of the variation in output. In summation, the endogenous productivity channel is amplifying and altering the propagation of shocks. Hence, we large differences in the estimated shocks and the resulting impulse responses are obtained. We can conclude that demand side shocks have effects on productivity and business cycle movements not driven by supply-side shocks do have long-run effects.
The second contribution is the application of directly observable TFP in the estimation, comparing the results with the model by Smets and Wouters (2007) , an exogenous growth benchmark. We show that the estimation with TFP generates significantly different results for parameter estimates and the identified shocks and dynamics. While we find support for cleansing effects of recessions, the estimate for the exogenous growth rate differs substantially. Put differently, we find that in the endogenous growth model the annual growth rate of output is 1.8%, 0.84 in the model using TFP, and 0.96 if we add stochastic growth. This implies an upper bound for the annual growth rate of outpuf of 1.8 and a lower bound of 0.84%. Given an average growth rate of GDP in the US of roughly 2.1%, there is a fair margin of growth not explained by exogenous forces.
Further, our results are particularly interesting for the identification of technology shocks who are systematically different across estimation approaches. Along this line, we document sizable differences in the unconditional variance decomposition. In the endogenous growth model the most important drivers are the wage mark up, technology, and investment shocks. However, if we estimate the model using TFP, we find that technology and investment shock explain most of the variation. This is in sharp contrast to the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, in which bond return and monetary policy shocks play a key role. This also adds to the discussion about the importance of technology shocks started by Galí (1999) .
Therefore, we can conclude that the endogenous productivity channel is in fact important for identification and dynamics and that the application of directly observable TFP affects the estimation results.
Finally, a cautionary note is in order. While in the Galí and Hammour (1991) model demand-driven recessions are beneficial in terms of increasing productivity, our model clearly shows that recessions are in no way desirable, as they would always be at the cost of lower productivity. Here, we can conclude that policy measures addressed to counter the deterioration of economic activity in a recession might be beneficial, as they would reduce the negative impact on longrun productivity. Put differently, the amplification and propagation through the enodgenous productivity channel changes the decision problem for the fiscal and the monetary authority as it changes the response of the economy to exogenous disturbances.
